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Preface
sing I kohl’in al-deen I the
majdhub the real unreal reason
unreason evaporated dissolve with
the flames of the words of I reason
drops away as petals fall fromst the
rose in shuddering ecstasy at the
songs of I at the songs of I kohl’in
al-deen I the majdhub hear thee the
words of I tasting of caramel and
soft tints of purple prose that have
the texture of pink mist upon the
slavering flickering ears of thee the
words of I that flash before thy
dilated eyes like deep pools of topaz
crystals like a phantasmorgia of
signifiers on nothing resting the
words of I bursting into variegated
flowers
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Ast filigrees of cracks
spread thru the mind of I
out which of the gaps
words flutter like
pulsating nacreous roses
fromst the gaps in the
filigree of cracks in the
mind of I kohl’in al-deen
I the majdhub sing to thee
upon this mote of
nothingness this mote of
empty non-substantiality
forms illusions allusions
emanations from the
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emptiness of nothingness
solidified shadows
congealed darkness empty
flotsam images of
transparency aurified
sunlight luculent
succulent filaments of
saffron pollen golden
ripples pullulating
susurrus forms upon the
surface of space sunlight
thick as honey luscious
with odors of variegated
colors malleable reality
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beads of light shifting
shape-changing upon the
empty face of space to the
alchemy of time and space
forms sublimity sublime
plasticity mouldings of
time upon the face of
space forms the corrugated
ripples of emptiness a
kaleidoscopic raree-show
upon the backdropless
proscenium of the world
reality of forms
essencelessness bubbles of
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emptiness vaporous voids
of nothing resembling
itself upon the face of
space sing I kohl’in aldeen I the majdhub in the
place betwixt the thinkable
unthinkable betwixt the
real unreal on the face of
space the songs of I
rupture space that a
filigrees of cracks like
cracks in glass exfoliate
and spread out as I
shout the songs of I
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dislocations distortions
crack the face of space in
the gaps betwixt the
thinkable unthinkable
betwixt the possible
impossible in the gaps of
space sing I kohl’in aldeen I the majdhub the
real unreal reason
unreason evaporated
dissolve with the flames
of the words of I reason
drops away as petals fall
fromst the rose in
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shuddering ecstasy at the
songs of I at the songs
of I kohl’in al-deen I the
majdhub hear thee the
words of I tasting of
caramel and soft tints of
purple prose that have the
texture of pink mist upon
the slavering flickering
ears of thee the words of
I that flash before thy
dilated eyes like deep
pools of topaz crystals
like a phantasmorgia of
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signifiers on nothing
resting the words of I
bursting into variegated
flowers that glow as
golden ore fromst
volcanoes molten behold
the words of I that unfurl
like petals of some
hothouse bloom to drip
scented dew o’er the
palpitating flesh of thee
to burst up into bloom in
the gaps of the cracks
upon the face of space
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fromst the songs of I
kohl’in al-deen I the
majdhub behold in the gaps
betwixt the spider web of
words that o’er lay the
emptinessess infinity out
ward spreading roses
fluttered like innumerable
butterflies enameled
bejeweled petal-like wings
glittering nacreous
palpitating light solidified
mirages coagulated
insubstantial shadows
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metamorphosed illusions
allusions flickering on
spaces face forms
transparencies evanescence
rippling on the face of
space the earth bursting
with fecundity bright be
the night stars vaporous in
chorus with the silvery
light reflecting in the soul
of I I breathe hot
scented sighs that ruffle
leaves in trees like the
tones singing fromst the
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ouds fine string fromst
the radiant be the vision of
thee as radiant light
drips perfume o’er the
palpitating flesh of I a
rose glowing bright
bronze thy vision swirls
within I maelstroms of
vortexes twirl in the mind
of I ast on the pale moon
adamantine eye gaze I
dream I in the dream of
life of thee ‘mongst the
shadows receding ‘mongst
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the cacophony of sighs
that waft to the sky that
boil up fromst the radiant
depths of the world
transparent bubbles of
sound that float up to
thee radiant in thy cloud of
azure dreams where colors
fade into each color
without edges where thy
scent seeps into each
palpitating pore of I like
the touch of silk o’er
heated luminescent flesh
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on this mote of
nothingness sing I songs
to thee that vibrate the
petals of roses like blood
gorged hearts beating out
rhythms that flow o’er the
fecund earth with the taste
of pineapples awakening
slumbering fields waving
in the air like yellow
taffeta made of lacquer
gleaming like the backs of
iridescent beetles while
sunlight luminous lay
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languid in pools floating
in the eyes of I the
sunlight shattered by the
sighs of I distant echoes
of my soul that summon
thee to me with the endless
song of I that melts
mountains and boils
crystalline seas the cries
of thee waft by on clouds
of pink mist in the
psychedelic light that
above thee hovers
stretching beyond the
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skys dome that be the
path leading to thee thee
sings to I mellifluously
as nightingales within
crystal leaves green that
wraps the boundless soul
of I into the shoreless
soul of thee thy dreams
wrap I up into clouds of
pink mist phosphorescing
puffs of light that
illuminate the earth that
o’er spills the margins of
the universe sending
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pullulating fromst the
other shore gleaming lights
that burns mountain tops
with cool flames ast out
pours frothy sighs
fromst the heart of I a
rose bloom succulent
glowing that rapturously
embraces the world in an
embrace ast soft ast a
dream that thee wrapped in
pink mist wouldst lay thy
pulsating heart blossoming
rose next to the palpitating
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heart of mine that in the
ears of I I couldst hear
the longings for I by thee
that wouldst lull we into
eternal forgetfulness fused
we to we in ineffable
delightfulness that thee
would lay thy conch shell
of porcelain transparency
that mouth iridescent with
congealed dew o’er the
puffy slivers of ruby
mouth of I that I couldst
breathe in the breath of
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thee with the smoothness
of soft silk that in our
breaths we wouldst
dissolve into one eternal
song of bliss lighting up
the world with luminous
stars the heavenly visions
of our earthly dreams
when our lips meet lips in
shudderings of
unquenchable joy when
our breasts meet breasts
shuddering to the
tremulous beatings of our
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hearts bursting into
flowery blooms sparking
flames along our veins
that ripple the flesh and
ignite the skin of we into
tinglings of delight into
spasms of rapturous
lusciousness the doors
of our souls thrown open
to the joyousness of the
nacreous world alight with
glimmering tinsel swarms
of heavenly visions flood
fromsts the eyes of I
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swarm o’er the world
flickering wings of light
burning flames in the far
view vision igniting the
rim of the earth in flames
of variegated hues of fiery
light that envelopes the
world in a curtain of
lustrousness to drip upon
the earth roses ast weep
I tears of joy ast we be
swept into the sea of
ravishment come come
press thy heated breast to
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mine press those domes of
custard foam upon the
trembling flesh of I come
feel the fire of the soul of
I heat the blood of thee to
surge thru thy limbs
molten rivers of fire come
come and hear the thunder
of my soul come hear the
thunder of the heart of I
heated fires encased in
flesh come and taste the
frenzied kisses of I tinted
with the light of the golden
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sun tasting of the blue
lotus ponds ‘neath springs
full moon come let I
drench thy flesh with
torrents of perfumed
kisses to catapult thee
into exquisite deliriums
with the white flames of
we fall we into a fracture
in space into a gap
betwixt words caressed by
the breathings of
mysteries submerged we
between dream and reality
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the breath of thee sprays
I with the foam of thy
sighs thee comes thee
comes tremble the limbs of
I the flames flare up
with the burnings of my
desire solidified dreams
roam o‘er the face of space
yearning I echoes of thy
whisperings lick the skin
of I upward the soul of
I swept o’er the
lineaments of the bubble of
froth the earth luminous
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eyes gazing with bright
fire in the heart of I
blossoms of rapture
spread out on a sea of fire
ah give thee me thy lips
that I couldst hold them
in the lips of into
insensibility I under the
blazing light of the sun
that the sighs of I rain
down upon thee the
perfume of my soul that
the downpour of the sighs
of I wouldst melt thee
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into intoxications that
thee wouldst glow radiant
with perfumes scents that
drip o’er thee fromst the
dissolving of I ast we
melt commingled entwined
in an intermingling of flesh
bursting into desires
frenzies ringing sighs echo
thru the mind of I white
yellow fires that throw
light o’er the rivers of
light cascading
downpouring fromst thy
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abode beyond the dome of
the sky the soul of I
awakens and the flames
burst forth spreading
under the light of the
world that be thee in its
immensity the heart of I
catches fire as descends
the words of thee that fall
upon pools of ice
lightning flashing across
the face of space with its
eternal ringing the hearts
of we flaming o’er the
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abyss of emptiness bright
passionate we float light
covered like frost in the
blue ice-like light pale
dreams thy face reveals
ast we we two waves that
merge ast roses float
upon the light like boats
of congealed blood
disappearing in the lights
rush the songs of I
kohl’in al-deen I the
majdhub be fragments of
congealed words lining
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out thy face upon the face
of space in pale dreams
that face remembers I in
the heights of my dreams
that soar upwards to the
azure heights the words
of I I will drink upon the
light that flares up
mysteriously into gold
poppies that hang o’er the
eyelids of I pale blue
chimeras reflecting in the
mirrors of the eyes of I
that shatter into a filigree
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of cracks across the
limpid pools of light ast
in the last light of sunlight
disappear I ‘mongst
sumptuous bouquets of
roses frothing in the
frozen shadows in the
gaps betwixt the words of
I leave on the tongues tip
of I the taste of rust
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